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Abstract

Group chase and escape is widely observed in nature, where the predators approach the prey and the prey try to escape. An
interesting phenomena occurs when a prey group is under attack, whereby some individuals perform anti-attack behavior that places
themselves at a greater risks of being caught. It remains unclear why certain prey would risk their survival and what conditions and
internal mechanisms trigger this anti-attack response. Using a set of local interaction rules among prey and predators, we proposed a
continuous-space and discrete-time model that incorporates energy level, variable speed and handling time by considering different
aggregation preferences of prey. We found that anti-attack behavior contributes to enhance the survivability of the prey group and
the effect is more efficient in the presence of aggregation preference. The survivability can be improved if the fleeing prey have no
aggregation preference while the anti-attack prey use a general aggregation preference.
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1. Introduction

Systems containing prey and predators are commonly re-
ferred to as group chase and escape. Such systems have attract-
ed significant attention recently [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Chase and escape
is an exciting example of collective behaviour that is widely ob-5

served in nature, with coyotes, elk and wolves in Yellowstone
National Park [6, 7], wild chimpanzees in the Tai National Park
[8], cooperative hunting in harris’ hawks [9], subsocial spiders
[10], flocks of birds [11] and schools of fish [12]. Different as-
pects of this prey-predator system have been studied using an10

agent-based model, such as leader election [13], pattern forma-
tion [14], adaptive collective behaviour [15], and social struc-
ture [16]. These works improve our understanding of how indi-
viduals determine their future actions based on either their local
interactions or knowledge of the behavioral traits of either the15

predator or prey [17].
In the basic model by Kamimura and Ohira [1], the predators

target the nearest prey, while the prey attempt to escape their
nearest predators, on a two-dimensional lattice with periodic
boundary conditions. They found that there exists an optimal20

number of predators for a given number of prey to minimize
the cost of catching all prey. Since then, many modified ver-
sions of the lattice model were proposed. From the perspec-
tive of catching efficiency, adding interaction among predators
(keep enough space among predators) [18], adding lazy or fast25

predators [19, 20], and using a collective chasing strategy [2]
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can enhance the predators’ catching efficiency. From the per-
spective of the prey’s survivability, many papers have consid-
ered how aggregation behavior can produce a survival bene-
fit. For example, aggregation improves group vigilance (many30

eyes effect)[21], makes capturing an individual prey more dif-
ficult by confusing the predators (confusion effect), dilutes an
individual’s risk of being caught (dilution effect) [22], and en-
ables an effective defence against the predators (unity effect)
[23]. Nishi et al. [3] provides a unique perspective by consid-35

ering group chase and escape where prey can be converted to a
predator. This conversion can be related to the spread of rabies,
by considering that the predators are infected prey and the prey
are susceptible to the virus. They found that the conversion can
substantially reduce the lifetime of the prey when a large num-40

ber of prey are initially present. Sato [5] added a third species
to the conventional group chase and escape scenario, whereby
one species is both a predator of the first species and prey for the
third species. They found that when all of the individuals move
randomly, no species becomes extinct. If, however, individu-45

als escape from their nearest predator and immediately chase
their nearest prey, the extinction of a species occurs. Thus, they
stated the extinction of species is caused by group chasing.

It is noteworthy that the previous studies are all based on a
situation where an individual prey will only try to escape from50

its predators, but does not performs any anti-attack behaviour.
In reality, prey under attack will often display anti-attack be-
haviour despite such behaviour placing that individuals survival
at greater risk. Examples of anti-attack behaviour are seen in
colonies, such as harvester ants [24, 25] and water striders [26]55

– where individuals sacrifice themselves for the safety of the
colony. It is worth noting that individuals in these colonies have
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Figure 1: Illustration of anti-attack behaviour in hyenas.

a high genetic similarity, which means helping your colony-
mate is comparable to helping your own offspring. Examples of
anti-attack behaviour are also seen in social animals where the60

genetic similarity is not as high. For example, painted wolves,
known as cape hunting dogs in Africa, always live in packs.
The individuals do display anti-attack behaviour when the pack
is under attack by the lions, which places the anti-attack in-
dividuals survival at great risk but protects the puppies or the65

younger members. The same situation also occurs in hyenas
(as illustrated in Fig. 1).

We extended the model [27] of group chase and escape in this
paper by posing the following question: “How do the dynamic-
s change if the prey can perform anti-attack behaviour, instead70

of always escaping?” To answer this question, we proposed
a continuous-space and discrete-time model that incorporates
energy level, variable speed and handling time to investigate
how the survival rate of prey changes as we vary the possibility
of anti-attack behaviour being displayed. The effect of prey’s75

aggregation preference was also studied. We found that an in-
dividuals’ anti-attack behaviour could enhance the group’s sur-
vivability and this effect is more pronounced in the presence of
aggregation preference.

2. The model80

Based on the original group chase and escape model [27], we
proposed a group chase, escape and anti-attack model by con-
sidering energy level, variable speed and handling time. The
predators’ maximum energy is higher but there are fewer preda-
tors than prey. The predator has a speed advantage over the85

prey. The predator has a global view, while the prey has a local
view. All predators need a period of time (including time spent
on eating, and digesting captured prey [28, 29]) to handle their
captured prey.

The predator hunts the prey during the whole predation peri-90

od, while each prey has two alternative behaviours: escape or
anti-attack. Each prey/predator is labeled by an energy level,
which determines its movement speed and living status (alive
or dead). The energy of both predator and prey decline while
the individuals are in motion. The prey is able to recover its95

energy by stopping all motion (animals feed on grass) or win-
ing the anti-attack game (the details of the anti-attack game are
given later), while the predator only obtains energy from its
captured prey. The prey die if they are caught by a predator
(capture occurs when the prey are located in the captured area100

of a predator, which is a circle of radius rdie > 0), while the
predator may die because of losing the anti-attack game. The
dead prey and predators are eliminated from the arena.

2.1. Anti-attack game
The specific forms of anti-attack game may vary with dif-105

ferent species, and the consequence depends on many factors,
such as speed, acceleration, manoeuvrability and muscle fibre
power [30]. For simplicity, the anti-attack game is abstracted
into a game of energy (strength) confrontation, where the side
with advantage of energy will win the game. There are two110

phenotypes of prey: escape prey and anti-attack prey, which are
pre-decided at the beginning of each simulation with a given
ratio. The anti-attack game is triggered when the prey is close
to the predator but not yet captured (a prey is located inside an
area with radius ratt > rdie centered on the predator). This game115

has two possible outcomes that are dependent on the energy
levels of the two opponents: 1) The anti-attack prey win the
game if the total energy of anti-attack prey in the attack area
is higher than that of the predator, 2) Otherwise, the predator
wins the game. The winning anti-attack prey divide the preda-120

tors’ current energy equally, or the winning predator inherits the
captured prey’ s current energy. All losing individuals will be
eliminated from the arena.

Remark 1. In animal world, the prey-predator relationship is
not rigid. The prey can also feed on the predator if they have125

the opportunity. For example, the painted dogs and the hyenas
can feed on each other. The prey divide the predator’s energy
as the payback to the risk in this paper.

2.2. Energy update function
Energy is the foundation of maintaining animals’ move-130

ments. The role of internal energy reserves with regards to
prey avoiding predators has been studied on multiple occasions
[31, 32, 33]. The increase in energy per unit time is typically
described by [31] as

γ(u, x) = a(x)u − b(x) (1)

where 0 ≤ u ≤ 1 represents the proportion of time that an an-135

imal spends feeding, and x is energy reserves. If expenditure
is independent of u, b(x) is the mass-dependent metabolic rate
and a(x) is the rate at which energy is gained per unit time spent
feeding. The model also assumes that b(x) increases with en-
ergy reserves, and a(x) either is constant or decreases with x.140

When x corresponds to the body mass of a growing organism,
a(x) is likely to be an increasing function of x.

In our model, the energy update function is modified from
the equation (1) as:

∆e(ξ, v) = ξa(·) − (1 − ξ)b(v) (2)

where ξ = [0, 1] is a switch function. It is a parameter that145

does not evolve with time but evolves with event, i.e. the value
of parameter ξ is achieved by event-triggering mechanism. For
the prey, the escape behavior leads to ξ = 0 while feed behav-
ior leads to ξ = 1. For the predator, the chase behavior leads
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to ξ = 0 while feed behavior leads to ξ = 1. a(·) is the rate150

at which energy is gained per unit time spent feeding. For the
prey, a(·) = U

np
+

echa
na

, where U is the rate of energy acquisition
in threat-free environment and np is the number of neighbours
of the prey. echa is the residual energy before the losing predator
is dead, and na is the number of participating anti-attack prey.155

np and na are introduced to simulate the resource competition.
For the predators, a(·) = ∑ etar, where etar contains the energy
of captured prey (escape and anti-attack prey). It is reasonable
to assume that the energy dissipation rate of a prey/predator is
speed-dependent. That is a slower speed burns energy slow-160

ly, while a higher speed burns energy more quickly, therefore
b(v) = kvφ(k > 0, φ > 0) is described as an energy loss function
for both prey and predators 1.

The energy update functions for prey and predators are pre-
sented as follows:165

∆etar(ξ, v) = ξ(
U
np
+

echa

na
) − (1 − ξ)kvφ

∆echa(ξ, v) = ξ
∑

etar − (1 − ξ)kvφ
(3)

2.3. Kinematics equations
We expanded Angelani’s agent-based model by considering

energy level, variable speed and handling time to study the
group chase and escape with prey’s anti-attack behavior [27].
For a prey, its position and velocity are updated according to170

ri(t + ∆t) = ri(t) + vi(t + ∆t)∆t

vi(t + ∆t) = vi(t)ℜη[d̂i(t)]
(4)

where vi(t) is the velocity modulus of prey i and d̂i(t) is a unit
vector describing the desired direction of prey i in the next step.
In [27], noise is added via an operator only to the alignment
term as in the Vicsek model. Here, the same operator ℜη[·] is
used, but is simulated by rotating the final desired direction for175

a random angle uniformly distributed in the interval [−ηπ, ηπ]
with η ∈ [0, 1].

The speed of a prey/predator is energy-dependent instead of
constant with it increasing with energy level but limited to a
maximum speed. A sigmoid speed-energy function is intro-180

duced to describe this monotonically increasing relationship be-
tween the speed and the energy level as

v(t) =
Vmax

1 + exp(−a(e(t) − c))
(5)

where e(t) is the energy level at time t (0 ≤ e(t) ≤ 1 for each
prey and 0 ≤ e(t) ≤ 3 for each predator), Vmax is the maximum
speed, and a, c > 0 are control parameters, see Fig. 2. c is185

set in this paper at half of the maximum energy reserve for an

1b(v) = kvφ, (k > 0, φ > 0) is a reasonable energy loss function derived from
physical systems. k is a flexible coefficient of energy loss satisfying k ≪ U. We
investigate exponent φ = 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4 for the internal energy loss function of
living beings. The results indicate that the findings are robust against the value
of the exponent.

agent, where e(t) = c denotes the energy point where function’s
gradient is maximum. The speed increases with the energy level
of an agent from zero to the maximum value. The results of the
model is robust against the parameter a when the parameter c is190

the half of the maximum energy reserve.
The desired direction di(t) considers the aggregation pref-

erence among prey, pursuit-evasion relationship between
predator-prey, and an agent’s interaction with its environmen-
t. It contains four components: aliment effect fvel

i and position195

adjustment fpos
i (which are responsible for aggregation prefer-

ence), escape interaction fesp
i and environmental constraint fwall

i ,

di(t) = f̂vel
i + βf̂

pos
i + γf̂

esp
i + fwall

i

fvel
i =

∑
j∈S vel

i

v j

fpos
i =

∑
j∈S pos

i

(
1

∥ri − r j∥
− r0

∥ri − r j∥3
)r̂i j

fesp
i = zi

∑
j∈S esp

i

∥ri − r j∥−2r̂i j

fwall
i = s(v

ri

ri
+ vi)

s =


0 if ri ∈ [0, ra]
− 1

2 sin( πrwall
(ri − ra) − π2 ) − 1

2 if ri ∈ [ra, ra + rwall]
−1 if ri > [ra, ra + rwall]

(6)

where β and γ measure the relative strength of corresponding
term. r̂i j is a unit vector from agent j to agent i. S vel

i and S pos
i

are the sets of aliment effect and position adjustment with the200

same limited aggregation range rp. S esp
i is the set of detect-

ed opponents with a limited perception range rtar ≥ rp. The
aggregation preference means the prey needs to update its s-
tates even when they are in threat-free environment. Here, fvel

i
is responsible for synchronizing the velocities [34]. fpos

i is re-205

sponsible for aggregation and collision avoidance by adopting
a long range attraction and short range repulsion function (oth-
er similar functions are also applicative) [35], where r0 = 1 is
a predefined small constant which regulates the expected dis-
tance among preys. fesp

i is responsible for intergroup interac-210

tion. Based on Angelani’s work [27], a weighted average of
neighboring opponents with a power law is used to describe
this prey-predator interaction, where zi = 1 denotes that the
prey attempts to escape from the predators (escape behaviour),
and zi = −1 denotes that the prey moves towards the preda-215

tors (anti-attack behaviour). The environmental constraint fwall
i

is responsible for limiting the individuals within closed, soft
boundaries [2] (for example, a closed-soft boundary could be a
river, gully, bush, fence, highland or canyon that could block a
direction of escape for prey), where ra ≫ 0 is the radius of the220

circular arena, rwall ≪ ra is the width of the boundary, ri is the
radial vector and ri = |ri|.

For a predator, its update equations are similar to the prey in
equation (4). However, the desired direction di(t) that captures
the intra- and intergroup interacting force is limited to position225
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Figure 2: (Colour online) Sigmoid speed-energy functions of prey and preda-
tors. In order to have a successful predation, the predator has speed and
energy advantages over the prey. The maximum/initial energy value for a
prey is 1 (a reference energy level), while it is triple that for a predator.
Vmax,t = 6, a = 10, c = 0.5 are used for prey. Vmax,c = 8, a = 3, c = 1.5
are used for predators.

adjustment, chase interaction and environmental constraint, as
the cooperative hunting behavior of predators is not considered
in the model. The position adjustment with short-range repul-
sion is needed because of individual space requirements and
collision avoidance [36]. We assume that the predators try to230

chase the nearest prey (energy saving) while following a group
of prey (intrinsic greedy), thus a power-law weighted average
of nearby prey is also used for the predators (fchs

i is the same as
fesp
i , but with zi = −1 only, which means a predator always hunts

the prey). The desired direction of a predator can be written as235

di(t) = βf̂
pos
i + γf̂

chs
i + fwall

i . (7)

Note that during the predation event, the predator has to stop
for a period of time τ, which is regarded as handling time.

3. Simulation

At the beginning of each simulation, we place 10 predators
and 100 prey at random locations inside a closed circular arena.240

The number of prey and predators is set for a scenario where
there are a few strong predators and many weak prey. Further
simulation parameters are shown in Table 1. See Fig. 3 for a
snapshot taken from a simulation run. More simulation footage
can be found in the electronic supplementary materials, M1-245

M4.
We focus on the final state of this game model from the per-

spective of the prey, recording how many prey survived and how
long the prey survived before being caught. Ttar is defined as the
period from the start of the simulation to the time when the last250

prey was caught. A maximum simulation length (Tmax = 1000
timesteps, the results are robust and Tmax is not critical when it
is set large enough.) was applied, which was long enough for a
stable state to emerge where one of the two groups was totally
exterminated. For cases where some prey are alive at the end255

of the simulation, we assume that the entire lifetime of prey is
at its maximum value as simulated prey are able to live forever

-20 -10 0 10 20
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-20
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10
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Figure 3: (Colour online) Snapshot of a group chase, escape and anti-attack
configuration from the simulation run M1. The red triangles are predators, the
green and blue circles are escape and anti-attack prey respectively.

if all the predators are dead. The average lifetime of the prey
group, Ttar, for n runs is

T tar =
nTtar + (ntot − n)Tmax

ntot
. (8)

We also consider the portion of the prey group that survives.260

The average survival portion is

S tar =

∑
S tar

ntot
. (9)

The entire lifetime Ttar, and the survival portion S tar were
investigated for prey groups containing different portions P of
anti-attack prey. P = 0 for no anti-attack prey in the group and
P = 1 for all prey using anti-attack behaviour.265

3.1. Effect of anti-attack
We first analyzed the effect of anti-attack behaviour on group

chase and escape where there was no aggregation preference
for prey. The results in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) show that the aver-
age lifetime Ttar of the prey group has an overall upward trend270

as anti-attack possibility P increases. This trend was indepen-
dent of the values of φ in the energy loss function b(v) = kvφ,
with φ = 2 used in the following simulations. This conclusion
is supported by the results of survival portion S tar of the prey,
where the survival portion increases monotonously with anti-275

attack possibility P. The results suggest that the optimal case
for the prey is that the whole group uses anti-attack behaviour.
Another result is that the lifetime decreases slightly with the
number of anti-attack prey when the anti-attack prey start ap-
pearing, which indicates that a small number of anti-attack prey280

is detrimental to the survivability of the prey group.
The results in Fig. 4(c) and 4(d) show the survival results of

two different phenotypes of prey. The lifetime and the survival
portion of the anti-attack phenotype are both lower than that of
the escape phenotype, which indicates that the anti-attack prey285

are exposed to a greater risk of capture than the escape prey.
Another result is that there is no prey left alive at the end of
the simulation until anti-attack portion P > 0.4, which means
a minimum proportion of anti-attack prey is needed for a prey
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Table 1: Model parameters.

Parameter Value Description Range

∆t 0.01 length of one time step ∆t > 0
ra 20 radius of circular arena ra > rp ≫ 0
rwall 0.5 width of wall 0 < rwall ≪ ra
rtar 10 perception range of a prey (local view) rp ≤ rtar ≤ ra
rcha 40 perception range of a predator (global view) rcha = 2ra
rp 5 range of aggregation ratt < rp ≤ rtar
rdie 1 radius of dead area rdie ≥ 0
ratt 3 radius of attack area rdie < ratt < rp
β 1 strength of position adjustment β ≥ 0
γ 1.2 strength of chase-escape interaction γ ≥ 0
U 0.01 energy obtaining rate for a neighbourless prey 0 < U ≪ 1
k 0.0001 energy dissipation rate for a moving prey/predator 0 < k ≪ U
η 0.1 noise strength η ∈ [0, 1]
τ 10 handling time (timestep) τ ≥ 0
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Figure 4: (Colour online) The survival results of prey with different anti-attack portion P. a) The lifetime Ttar of the whole group changing with anti-attack possibility
P. b) The survival portion S tar of the whole group changing with anti-attack possibility P. c) The lifetime Ttar of each phenotype changing with anti-attack possibility
P. d) The survival portion S tar of each phenotype changing with anti-attack possibility P. φ = 2. The results are obtained by 1000 independent runs.
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group to successfully avoid predation. These results indicate290

that it is not in the group’s interest for individuals to act self-
ishly. An optimal strategy could be for the whole prey group to
employ anti-attack behaviour, but this is not a stable strategy as
anti-attack prey are at a greater risk of capture.

3.2. Effect of aggregation295

Predators have shaped the evolution of aggregation be-
haviour, which is regarded as a good strategy for prey to avoid
predation [3, 21, 22, 23]. It is worth considering whether ag-
gregation of living beings is motivated by improving their anti-
attack response and, hence, chances of survival? We now ana-300

lyze the influence of aggregation preference for prey with anti-
attack behaviour in a group chase and escape simulation. For
comparison, we also present the results when no aggregation
preference is present for the prey.

The results in Fig. 5(a) show that the lifetime of prey Ttar un-305

der aggregation preference increases monotonically with anti-
attack portion P until it reaches saturation at P = 0.5. This
indicates that the aggregation preference of prey can enhance
their survival time and makes it easier for them to have a com-
pletely successful defense at a group level. It is worth noting310

that the aggregation preference is not suitable in the situation
where there are a relatively small number of anti-attack prey
(P ≤ 0.1). From Fig. 5(b), we can obtain similar results that
the aggregation preference has a positive effect on the survival
portion of the prey group as well. Another result is that the315

minimum threshold P for achieving at least one survivor under
aggregation preference is less than it is under no aggregation
preference.

The main reason why aggregation preference produces an ad-
vantage, in most situations, in terms of lifetime and survival320

portion is that the aggregation behaviour increases the possi-
bility that anti-attack prey defeat a predator. For an individual
prey with no aggregation preference, it does not approach its
neighbouring prey, leading to a smaller possibility of encoun-
tering other anti-attack individuals during the predation game.325

In contrast, the anti-attack individuals with aggregation prefer-
ence have a greater chance of accumulating enough energy to
defeat a predator. When there is a relatively small number of
anti-attack prey, aggregation is not always the best option as
anti-attack prey are unlikely to gather in sufficient numbers to330

defeat the predator and will be captured every time they display
anti-attack behavior.

3.3. Aggregation strategy

To improve the survivability of the whole prey group, we pro-
pose that the escape prey use no aggregation preference, while335

the anti-attack prey use an aggregation preference. We pro-
pose two specific aggregation tactics for the anti-attack prey: 1)
General aggregation, in which an anti-attack prey has an aggre-
gation preference to all its neighbours (including escape prey
and anti-attack prey); 2) Selected aggregation, in which an anti-340

attack prey has aggregation preference only to other anti-attack
prey.
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Figure 5: (Colour online) The survival results from all aggregation and no ag-
gregation groups with different anti-attack portion P. a) The lifetime Ttar of
prey from aggregation and no aggregation groups. b) The survival portion S tar
of prey from aggregation and no aggregation groups. φ = 2. The results are
obtained by 1000 independent runs.

In Fig. 6, we show the survival results for prey under all ag-
gregation preference, no aggregation preference, selected ag-
gregation preference and general aggregation preference. The345

results indicate that when the escape prey use no aggregation
preference, the best option for the anti-attack prey is to use gen-
eral aggregation preference.

Intuition would suggest that the selected aggregation tactic
should produce a similar or better result than the general ag-350

gregation strategy for prey. However, the general aggregation
tactic obtains the best performance among the four different ag-
gregation strategies in terms of lifetime and survival portion.
The mechanism for such a situation can be explained as fol-
lows. If there is no anti-attack neighbour nearby to an anti-355

attack individual, this individual using selected aggregation be-
havior is going to move towards the nearest predator, increasing
the likelihood of meeting a predator early in the simulation be-
fore it has gathered with other anti-attack prey. This is similar
to the case that the individual uses no aggregation preference.360

On the other hand, an anti-attack prey can keep alive if it uses
the general aggregation strategy, as it is attracted to both type-
s of prey increasing the likelihood of forming a group of prey
before meeting a predator. This is partly due to the aggregation
force counteracting the driving force of the predator. A larger365
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Figure 6: (Colour online) The survival results from four different situations. a)
The lifetime Ttar of prey from four different situations. b) The survival portion
S tar of prey from four different situations. φ = 2. The results are obtained by
1000 independent runs.

group of prey is more likely to contain multiple anti-attack prey
that will increase the chances of success during the anti-attack
game with the predator.

3.4. Discussion

The conclusions we obtained above are quite general, while370

quantitative details seem to be parameters-dependent. In this
subsection, we elaborate on how parameters in Tab. 1 are chose
and what is the effect of different values of each parameter on
the results of the model. The parameters are generalized into
four categories: environmental parameters, motion parameters,375

energy parameters and special parameters.
The environmental parameters were chose in accordance

with the reality as much as possible. These parameters contain
ra, rwall, rtar, rcha, rp, rdie, ratt. ra is the radius of simulation are-
na, which should be much bigger in comparison with the mo-380

bility of a prey/predator, thus reducing the influence of bound-
ary effect. rwall, the width of the closed-soft boundary, should
be much less than the radius of the arena. rtar, rcha, rp, rdie, ratt
are perception range of prey/predator, aggregation range, dead
range and attack range respectively, which were chose carefully385

for a real group chase and escape scenario. The environmental
parameters can be chose with a great flexibility within the rea-
sonable range, and they do not have important influence on the
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Figure 7: (Colour online) Survival portion of prey group with timesteps in a
single run with P = 0.2. (a) The effect of handling time (η = 0). (b) The effect
of noise strength (τ = 0).

results.
The motion parameters contain β and γ, which together shape390

the motion strategy of a prey/predator. β = 1, γ = 1.2 were used
for the reason that chase/escape is more important than aggrega-
tion preference and environmental constraint. The results of the
model are similar if γ is increased slightly. However, the mod-
el reduces to a simple pursuit-evasion game with no environ-395

mental constraint and aggregation preference if γ is increased
significantly.

The energy parameters contain U and k. U=0.01 was given
as energy obtaining rate for a neighborless prey, describing the
speed of energy recovery for a prey when eating and having a400

rest. Obviously, it should be much less than the maximum ener-
gy level (the maximum energy level for prey is 1 as a reference
value). k = −0.0001 was given as energy dissipation rate for
a moving prey/predator. The energy dissipation rate must be
far less than the energy obtaining rate as the period of activity405

of a prey/predator is commonly longer in comparison with the
feeding period.

The special parameters contain η and τ. Analyzing the
dynamics in the single runs, it is evident that the noise has
the effect of decreasing the survival time, disturbing more the410

escape/anti-attack process of prey. The handling time of preda-
tor, provides a “peace time” for the prey, thus having the effect
of increasing the survival time of prey. Fig.7 shows the effects
of noise strength η and handling time τ.

4. Conclusions415

In this paper, the agent-based model is used to investigate
the problem of group chase and escape when prey exhibit anti-
attack behaviour. Anti-attack behaviour sets up an interesting
situation, in which prey may defeat a predator or even the w-
hole predator group through prey cooperation. By consider-420

ing different aggregation strategies for prey, we found that anti-
attack behaviour can increase the survivability of a prey group,
although it exposes the anti-attack prey to greater risks. The ag-
gregation preference of prey enhances their chances of success

7



when facing the predator in the anti-attack game and, hence,425

makes it more likely that the group executes a successful de-
fense. However, it is not suitable to use all aggregation pref-
erence strategy in the situation where there are a relatively s-
mall number of anti-attack prey. A more suitable aggregation
strategy for this scenario involves escape prey using no aggre-430

gation preference and anti-attack prey using the general aggre-
gation preference. Our work highlights the role of anti-attack
behaviour in the group chase and escape. Moreover, our work
offers a deeper understanding of aggregation phenomena for an-
imals that live in packs in order to improve their anti-attack435

response and, hence, chances of survival. One of the applica-
tions of our work is artificial systems where incentivization of
collective behaviour could provide a passive way to ensure in-
dividuals don’t always act selfishly, such that we can implicitly
affect the motivation of the individuals without organizing or440

intervening with the individuals’ preference.
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